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ABSTRACT 
The celebrated net-embedding theorem of R. H. Bruck asserts that a net with a 
large number of parallel classes, i.e., a net with small deficiency, can be embedded in 
an affine plane. The only known class of examples of unembeddable nets of small 
deficiency has been constructed by geometry, using partial spreads of PG(3,q). In this 
note we attempt to generalize that discussion to PG( n, q), with particular emphasis 
on the case n = 5. 
0. INTRODUCTION. BACKGROUND 
The central problem in the theory of finite planes is, still, the one of 
existence. Related to this is the issue of when a system of mutually orthogonal 
latin squares (m.o.1.s.) of order n can be embedded in a complete such system 
of m.o.1.s. of order n. A celebrated result of R. H. Bruck is that a “large” 
system of m.o.1.s. of order n (i.e., one in which the deficiency is of the order of 
n1j4) can be embedded in a complete system. As a counterpoint to this result 
of Bruck we exhibited in [4, 51 an unimbeddable system of m.o.1.s. of order n 
having deficiency n ‘I2 In fact that system was shown to be maximal. For the . 
system in question n = q2, with 4 a prime power 4 = p’. The method in [4, 51 
makes use of a geometrical construction involving translation nets coming 
from partial spreads in PG(3,q). Although the analogous construction can 
easily be carried out in the higher dimensions, a proof that it yields a maximal 
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net, or even a maximal partial spread, seems to be difficult. However, by a 
“fluke of nature,” which seems to be of interest in its own right, we are able 
to make some progress for the case of partial spreads in PG(5,9). Let us 
explain as follows. In A = PG(2t + 1,9), let R, be a t-regulus, and let Z be a 
(t + l)-dimensional subspace of A. Each axis space of R, must then meet Z in 
at least a point. In Section 1 we examine the case when each axis space of R, 
intersects Z in precisely one point. We show in Theorem 1.2 that the 9 + 1 
points so obtained he on a rational curve C. It was of interest to us to 
determine that the cases t = 2 and t > 2 are very different, as follows. If 
t = 2, that is, if A = PG(5,9), then C must be a normal rational curve in Z. 
This result, which is of crucial importance in the sequel, follows from a 
counting argument of Freeman [12, Proposition 101. However, if t > 2, then 
we show in Theorem 1.4 that, in general, C is far from being normal in Z. 
In subsequent sections we exploit this behavior of C when t = 2 in 
connection with partial spreads, switching sets, nets and, accordingly, with 
orthogonal latin squares. Maximal partial l-spreads are studied in several 
papers [l, 4, 6, 91, and maximal partial t-spreads in [7]. Mesner in [14] and 
Bruen in [4, 61 have obtained bounds on the cardinality of a maximal partial 
I-spread. (Using an interesting idea, Ebert [lo] has improved the lower 
bounds.) Bruen [6, 71 has generalized these bounds to the case of maximal 
partial t-spreads with t 3 1. In Theorem 2.2, using an idea in [4] and the result 
in [12], we show that the upper bounds in [7] for maximal partial 2-spreads 
are reasonably good: namely we exhibit a “large” maximal partial 2-spread W 
in PG(5,9). This construction generalizes the construction of a partial l-spread 
W in [4, 51. However, curiously, in [4] a nonregular spread is needed for the 
construction, whereas here we use a regular spread of PG(5,9) in order to 
construct W. 
Any partial t-spread K in A of cardinality h yields a certain kind of net, 
called a translation net N = N(K), having exactly h parallel classes, and 
having order 9’+r. N then yields a set of h -2 mutually orthogonal latin 
squares of size q’+’ X 9’+‘. One approach to the existence question for finite 
planes has been to try to embed nets in planes. In [5] it was shown that the 
Bruck bound described earlier is close to being best possible by demonstrating 
that, in certain cases, the net N(W) above is not embeddable. For example, in 
[5] there is exhibited a maximal set of 20 mutually orthogonal lutin squares of 
or&~ 25. Accordingly it would be of interest to have more information on the 
net N(W) of Theorem 2.2. In Section 3 we are able to obtain this information 
in the case 9 = 2. The case 9 = 2 is also of particular interest in that it is 
closely related to a question of Drake [8] regarding the existence of a maximal 
set of four mutually orthogonal latin squares of order 8. 
We come to switching sets. One method of constructing a new affine 
plane from a given affine plane is to use a replaceable net. In a representation 
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of an affine plane the parallel classes of a replaceable net may sometimes be 
given by a switching set. In Theorems 2.2 and 3.3 we are able to rule out the 
existence of certain “geometrical” types of switching sets. 
Recall [3, 61 that a partial t-spread of PG(d,q), the projective space of 
dimension d over GF(q), is a set W of pairwise disjoint (skew) t-dimensional 
subspaces of PG(d,9). If each point of PG(d,q) is contained in some element 
of W, then W is called a t-spread. A partial t-spread W is called maximal 
provided (i) and (ii) below are satisfied: 
(i) W is not a spread. 
(ii) W is not properly contained in a larger partial t-spread. 
A t-regulus in PG(2t + 1,9) is a partial t-spread R,, of cardinality 9 + 1, with 
the property that if a line meets three elements of R t, then the line meets all 
elements of R, (in a point). An element of R, is called an axis space, and a 
line meeting all the axis spaces is called a transversal line. We can think of R, 
as the Segre product of a line by a t-dimensional subspace of PG(2t + 1,q) [16, 
p. 121. 
1. INTERSECTIONS OF REGULI 
The following result, which gives the possible intersections in PG(5,9) of a 
threedimensional projective space with a 2-regulus, is crucial in the sequel. A 
proof is contained in [12, Proposition 10, p. 1781. There the assumption was 
made that 9 was odd. However, the proof in [lo] is valid for all 9 = p’, p a 
prime. We have 
RESULT 1. A threedimensionul subspace Z, of PG(5,9) is in exactly one 
of the following classes with respect to a 2-regulus R, of PG(5,9): 
I. Z, contains one axis plane of R, and meets each of the remaining axis 
planes of R, in a point. These points lie on a transversal of R,. 
II. (i) C, intersects R, in a nondegenerate hyperbolic quadric. 
(ii) Z, intersects R, in three lines, say r,s,t, where r,s belong to 
distinct axis planes, t is a transversal line of R,, and t intersects 
each of r and s in a point. 
(iii) Z, intersects R, in a plane tangent to a nondegenerate hyperbolic 
quad& contained in R,. 
(iv) Z, intersects one axis plane of R, in a line s. The remaining 9 
points of intersection are coplanar and lie on a nondegenerate conic 
such that s meets the plane of this conic in exactly one point. This 
point is on the conic. 
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III. (i) Z, intersects R, exactly in a transversal line. 
(ii) Z, intersects R, in a set of q + 1 points with no 
coplanar. 
W. FREEMAN 
four of them 
REMARK. Since we are working in PG(5, q), each axis plane of R, must 
meet Z, in at least a point. Using the classification in result 1, the following 
may be deduced. 
COROLLARY 1.1. Assume that each of the q + 1 axis planes of R, 
intersects Z, in just one point. Then the q + 1 points of intersection of Z, and 
R, either form the points of a transversal line to R, or have the property that 
rw four of them are coplanar. 
We proceed to examine the situation in higher dimensions. Working in 
PG(2t + 1, q), let U= Z,,, be a (t + 1)dimensional subspace and let R f be a 
t-regulus. Then, by dimension theory, each element of R, meets U in at least 
one point. 
THEOREM 1.2. In PG(2t fl, q) suppose that each of the q + 1 axis 
spaces of a t-regulus R, meets a (t + 1)dimensional subspace U = Z,, 1 in just 
one point. Then the q +l points of intersection of Z,,, and R, lie on a 
rational curve C. Zf C is a line, then C is a transversal to R,. 
Proof. For PG(2t + 1, q) let V= V(2t +2, q) be the underlying vector 
space. We may write V as the direct sum V= V,@V,, where V,, V, are 
(t + l)-dimensional subspaces of V. Thus each vector v in V may be written as 
a pair, so v = (x,y), where x, y are unique vectors in V,, V,. The zero vector is 
denoted by 0. Following Tyrrell and Semple [17], we may, without loss of 
generality, take the axis spaces of R, to be the space X with equation x = 0 
together with a collection of q subspaces Th corresponding to the q values of X 
in GF(q). Here TX is defined by 
We can think of X as corresponding to the “value”co. The axis spaces X and 
T,, are then the solution spaces of the corresponding system of t + 1 simulta- 
neous linear equations in the 2t +2 homogeneous coordinates x1, x2,. . . , x,+r; 
yr, yz ,..., yr+r, where x=(x1 ,..., xt+r) and y=(y, ,..., yt+r). Similarly the 
space U = Z,,, is given by a system of t linear equations. Thus to find the 
intersection of an axis space with U, we solve a system of 2t + 1 linear 
equations in 2t +2 unknowns. From the “Comment on Theorem 1.2” at the 
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end of this paper we may set 
x,+x,+ ... +~~+~+y~+y~+ ... +yt+i=l, say. 
We now have a system of 2t +2 linear equations in 2t +2 unknowns. The 
hypothesis of Theorem 1.2 implies that the solution is unique. Thus we may 
solve, using Cramer’s rule. To find the intersection P(X) of T, with U, let 
A = A(X) be the corresponding coefficient matrix of the system above. Then 
P(X) = det;(h) (Pl(X),P,(h),...,P,,,,(X)), 
where P,(A), P,(A), . . . , ps,+s(X) are polynomials of degree at most t + 1 in h, 
and det A(X) # 0. Therefore we can take P(X) to have homogeneous coordi- 
nates (n,(X), n,(A), . . . , p,,+,(h)). We now have a mapping f from GF( 4) to 
the points P(A) defined by 
f(X) = (P,(A), P,w...~P,t+,o)). 
Put 
Using the above system of linear equations, it can be checked that P(X) is the 
intersection of the space U = X,, i with the axis space X of R,. Thus we have 
a rational mapping f from the projective line PG(l, Q) to the 4 + 1 points of 
c= {P(A), P(m)}. Th ere f ore the points of C lie on a rational curve. a 
REMARK. If g is odd, then any set of 4 + 1 points in PG(3, q), with no 
four coplanar, must form the points of a normal rational curve in PG(3,q). 
However, this is not the case if 4 is even (see [ 131). Thus Theorem 1.2 yields a 
refinement of Corollary 1.1 in the case when q is even. Our next result will be 
used in determining when the curve C in Theorem 1.2 is a normal rational 
curve in U. 
LEMMA 1.3. In l7 = PG(2t -2, q) with t > 3, let a,, a,, . . . ,G?2,+1 be a 
collection of q + 1 subspaces each having dimension t - 1. Let .l be a point of 
r such that any two distinct spaces Oi, Oi (i # i, 1 G i, j G q + 1) intersect in J 
and in no other point of I?. Let B denote the set of all points of I? that lie in 
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some one of the spaces Oi , l< i < 9 + 1. Then there exists a (t - 2)ilimensional 
subspace of r that contains no point of B. 
Proof. Let H be any (2t -3)dimensional subspace of r not passing 
through J. Each space tii meets H in a subspace Hi of H where Hi has 
dimension t -2. By the intersection property of the Gi these Hi form a partial 
(t - 2)dimensional spread in H = PG(2( t - 2) + 1,9). An incidence argument 
shows that this partial spread is not maximal if t a 3: indeed, for 9 2 4 this is 
an immediate consequence of Theorem 4 in [7]. n 
The following theorem shows that in Theorem 1.2 the curve C need not 
be a normal rational curve in U = Z, + I if t > 2. If t = 2 it must be normal, as 
follows from Corollary 1.1. 
THEOREM 1.4. In A = PG(2t +l, 9) let R, be a t-regulus, t 2 3. Then 
there exists a (t + 1)dimensional subspace U of A and a nondegenerate conic 
C lying in a plane T of U such that the intersection of R, with U is exactly the 
set of points on C. 
Proof. Denote the 9 + 1 axis spaces of R, by Z,, Z,, . . . ,Z,+1. Let d, be 
any line in C,. As in Tyrrell and Semple [16], the transversals to R, through 
the points of d, form a l-regulus R,. Each line of R, meets each axis space Zi 
in a unique point. Moreover (see [16, p. 131) these 9 + 1 points form a line in 
Z,. Let J3 be the unique 3dimensional space containing R,. Let 7~ be any 
plane of J3 that is not tangent to R,. Then each line of R, meets 77 in a unique 
point, and these points lie on a nondegenerate conic C = {P,, Pz, . . . , P,+ 1}. 
From the above we have P,EZ,, l<i<q+l. Let H,+l be any (t+l)- 
dimensional subspace of A = PG(2t + 1,9) that contains 7r. Suppose that 
H t+l contains a further point Q of R, with Q not on C. Then Q lies on some 
axis space of R,, say Q E 2,. Then all points of t-he line P,Q lie in Xi. Then 
H fil also contains all points of the line joining Pi to Q. Let S denote the 
totality of all such lines PjQ that join a point Pi of C to a point Q of Xi, 
1~ i < 9 + 1, where Q is not a point of C. Each line I of S forms a 
3dimensional space (I, V) with r. Let B3 denote the totality of all such 
S-dimensional subspaces (1, v). It can be shown that if I, # Z,, then (Z,, V) Z 
(I,, v), unless (II, T) = J3 = (I,, 7r). It follows from this that the only 3- 
dimensional space in B3 that contains both a line in Xi and a line in B i (for 
some i # i, I < i, i G 4 + 1) is the distinguished 3dimensional space .& contain- 
ing the regulus R,. Let us now work in the quotient projective geometry 
r = A /a. The points of r are all of the 3dimensional subspaces of A that 
contain VT. A (t + 1)dimensional subspace of A containing v yields a (t - 2)- 
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dimensional subspace of I’. The set Bs in A yields a set B of points in I. Those 
lines 1 of S that lie in Xi, 1 G i G9 +l, yield the set of points in a 
(t - l)-dimensional subspace Qi of I. Moreover any two such subspaces 3, 
and Qj with i # i intersect in the point J of I and in no other point of I. Here 
J corresponds to the subspace Js of I. The result now follows from Lemma 
1.3. n 
2. ON 2-SPREADS OF PG(5,9), 9 # 2 
Let W be a partial S-spread of PG(5,9). We say that the plane 7~ is a 
transversal plane of W if 7~ satisfies the following two conditions: 
(1) 7r intersects each plane of W in at least a point. 
(2) Each point of 7~ is contained in some plane of W. 
LEMMA 2.1. Let W be a partial 2-spread of PG(5,9), 9 # 2. Assume that 
a(l) E W, and that T is a transversal plane of W which intersects a( 1) in a 
line. Suppose that 6 is another transversal plane of W which has rw point in 
common with T. Then 
(i) 6 meets exactly one element ~(0) of W in a line, and a(O) # r(l); 
(ii) each 2-regulus contained in W must contain the planes a(0) and T( 1). 
Proof. Since r is a transversal plane of W, and since 7r meets an element 
of W in a line we get 1 W 1 = 92 + 1. Thus any other transversal plane 6 of W 
has to meet some element ~(0) of W in a line. Because 6 is disjoint from 7~, 
~(0) # r(1). To prove (ii), let 6 meet ~(1) in a point P and let C, be the 
3-space generated by P and a(O). Note that Z, contains 6. Let R, C W be a 
2-regulus that does not have ~(0) as an axis plane. Since R, and Z, lie in a 
5dimensional projective space, Z, meets each axis plane of R, in at least 
a point. No axis plane u of R, can meet Z, in a line. For if it did, this line 
would intersect a(O), since ~(0) lies in Z,. Then u intersects r(O). Now 
(I # a(O), since ~(0) @ R,. Then two distinct planes u, ~(0) of W intersect. 
But this is impossible. Thus Z, intersects R, in a set of 9 + 1 points which, by 
Corollary 1.1, either lie on a transversal line of R, or have the property that 
no four are coplanar. First suppose that the points lie on a transversal line d of 
R,. Since a(O) is a plane of Z,, d must meet a(O) in a point. But this is 
impossible, since each point of d is covered by a unique plane in R,, and a(O) 
is not in R,. Next, suppose the 9 +1 points given by Z,nR, have the 
property that no four are coplanar. Now 6 lies in Z,, and 6, being a 
transversal plane of W, meets all planes of W. In particular 6 meets all planes 
of R,. Thus all the 9 + 1 points of Z,flR, also lie in the plane of 6. This is 
impossible if 9 > 3, since 9 + 1 > 3 if 9 > 3. We conclude that any regulus 
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R, C W must contain r(O). By reversing the roles of 7r and S we see that R, 
must also contain 7~( 1). n 
As in [3], a Bspread S is said to be regulur if each plane of the 2-regulus 
determined by any three planes of S is also contained in S. This is equivalent 
to demanding that if d is any line that does not lie in any plane of S, then the 
9 + 1 planes of S that pass through the 9 + 1 points of d must form a 
2-regulus. 
THEOREM 2.2. Let S be a regular spread of PG(5,9) with 9 # 2. Let ~(1) 
be in S, and let T be a plane meeting ~(1) in a line. Denote by S(T) the set of 
all planes of S that intersect T in at least a point. Put W = (S \S( T)) U {T}. 
Then W is a maximal partial spread with 1 W 1 = 93 - 9’ + 1. 
Proof. Suppose that 6 is a plane that is disjoint from each plane of W. 
Then 6 is a transversal plane of S(a). Therefore, as in Lemma 2.1, 6 meets 
some plane a(O) in a line, with m(O) # n(1). Now we can obtain a contradic- 
tion to Lemma 2.1 by exhibiting a 2-regulus R, contained in S(r) and having 
the property that R, contains, say, a(l) but not r(O). To do this, let f be the 
line of intersection of r and r(1). Let anm(O) = Q. Let d be any line of n not 
on Q with d # f. Then since S is regular, the 9 i- 1 planes of S(a) that contain 
the 9 + 1 points of d form a regulus R, that has d as a transversal line. Since d 
meets f, R, contains n(l). Moreover, ~(0) @ R,, since m(O) does not intersect 
d. n 
3. ON PARTIAL 2-SPREADS OF PG(5,2) 
In Section 2 the assumption that 9 # 2 was used in the proof of Lemma 
2.1 and thus in the proof of Theorem 2.2. In fact Theorem 2.2 is true for all 
prime-power values of 9: the case 9 = 2 is treated in this section. Some of our 
results here can be shown by standard methods of spreads (as in Bruck and 
Bose [3], or the paper [16]) and indicator sets (as in Sherk [16]). However it 
will be convenient and instructive to use a linear representation of PG(2,9’) 
in the space PG(5,9). A summary of this representation is given here. Further 
details are in [2, 111. Consider the lattice of subfields of GF(9’) over GF(9). 
Let 8 be a primitive element of GF(9”). Setting 
p=e q’+y”+ 1 (i> 
we have that /3 is a primitive element of GF( 9’). Now GF( 96) is a 
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3dimensional vector space over GF(q2): we denote this vector space by 
V(9’). Note that V(92) may also be thought of as a 6dimensional vector 
space over GF( 9) whose l-dimensional subspaces form the points of PG(5,9). 
The points and lines of PG(2, 92) may be taken as the l- and 2dimensional 
subspaces of V( 92), respectively. The set of points of PG(2, 92), when viewed 
over GF(q), yields a collection L, of projective lines that forms a l-spread of 
PG(5,9). The set of lines of PG(2, 92), when viewed over GF(q), is repre- 
sented by a collection, H,, of projective 3-spaces of PG(5,9). This collection 
is a dual spread in the sense that each hyperplane of PG(5,9) contains exactly 
one 3-space belonging to Ha. Each element Q2, of H, contains a subset of L, 
that forms a regular l-spread of Q2,. 
For a point P in PG(5,9) the mapping 
P+P’P (ii) 
(i fixed, 1 G i S 9) is a collineation of PG(5,9) leaving fixed each line of L, 
and permuting the points of each line in L,. 
A plane of PG(5,9) is said to be of type 1 (type 2) if it contains (does not 
contain) an element of L,. In this representation, each Baer subplane of 
PG(2, 92) is represented by a unique 2-regulus R. Each axis plane of R is of 
type 2, and each transversal line of R is an element of L, [2, p. 3901. 
A particular regular e-spread P2 of PG(5,9) is described now. Setting 
s III (p’fl, (iii) 
6 is a primitive element of GF(q3). Now GF(9’) yields a two-dimensional 
vector space over GF(q3), which we denote by V(9”). Then V(9”) gives a 
representation of PG(l, 93) as follows. The 9” + 1 points of PG(l, 93) have a 
vector representation of the form 
(l,a) or (RI), &GF(q’). (iv) 
When viewed over GF(q), the points of PG(l, 9’) determine a collection of 
planes of PG(5,q) that forms a regular 2-spread, P2, of PG(5,q). Further, 
each plane belonging to P2 is of type 2 with respect to the spread L,. The 
spread P2 is invariant under the collineations induced by the mappings in (ii). 
Under powers of /3, the planes belonging to P2 are partitioned into a collection 
B of 92 - 9 + 1 2-reguli, each representing a Baer subplane of PG(2, 92). This 
collection of subplanes partitions the points and lines of PG(2, 92). Call B a 
Baer s&plane partition of PG(2, 92). 
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LEMMA 3.1. Let 7rs be a Baer subplane of PG(2, q’), and let R, be the 
corresponding 2-regulus of PG(5, q) in the previous representation. Let 7~ be a 
plane of PG(5, q) having no point in common with any axis plane of R,. 
Then 7~ is of type 2 and is an axis plane of a 2-regulus representing a Baer 
subplane that has no point or line in common with T-I~. 
Proof. Suppose 7~ were of type 1. The q2 + 1 elements of L, meeting 71 in 
a point or a line would be in a unique S-space 3, belonging to H3. NOW C& 
represents a line of PG(2, q’), which would therefore intersect any Baer 
subplane in at least a point of that subplane. Then fC?s would intersect the 
2-regulus R, in at least a transversal line p. Since p and 71 would be in the 
3-space Q2,, they would have a point in common. Thus 77 would intersect some 
axis plane of R, in a point, which is a contradiction. Therefore r is of type 2. 
The images of r under the collineations given in (ii) are the axis planes of a 
2-reguhrs representing a Baer subplane having no point or line in common 
with rLI. n 
LEMMA 3.2. Given a set {a,}, 1 G i < 4, of four mutually disjoint planes 
in PG(5, 2), there is a regular e-spread containing them. 
Proof. For the regular spread P2 described earlier, let q = 2. We have 
Pz’ u {a(U)}> l<k,i<3, (VI 
where, for each k, the three planes ~(k, i) form a 2-regulus that represents 
one of the three Baer subplanes in a subplane partition of PG(2, 4). Without 
loss of generality, the 2-regulus determined by ur, a,, us may be taken as 
(~(1, i)} = R,. Since a, is a plane disjoint from R,, we have from Lemma 3.1 
that u, is of type 2. Hence it is an axis plane of a unique 2-regulus, R*,, 
representing a Baer subplane of PG(2, 4). The remaining points and lines of 
PG(2, 4) not in the subplanes determined by R, or R*, form a subplane which 
is necessarily represented by a 2-regulus, say Rz. The axis-planes of R,, Rg, 
and Rt form a regular e-spread containing the four given planes. n 
THEOREM 3.3. Let S be a 2-spread of PG(5, 2) with ~(0) E S, and let TI 
be a plane so that nna(0) is a line w. Denote by S(T) the set of all planes of 
S that intersect TT. Then there is no plane u that is a transversal plane to S(T), 
and that is also skew to 7~. 
Proof Since all regular 2-spreads of PG(5, q) are equivalent under the 
collineation group of PG(5, q), and since all spreads of PG(5, 2) are regular, 
the 2-spread S may be taken to be the e-spread P2 described earlier. The 
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group of Pz being 3-transitive on the planes in Pz implies that of the four 
planes of Pa not in S(a) three may be taken as r( 1, i), 1 f i G 3. By relabeling, 
the fourth may be taken to be 77(2,1). As before, put R, = { ~(1, j)}, 1 G i 4 3. 
Since v is disjoint from the 2-regulus R,, it follows from Lemma 3.1 that 77 is 
of type 2. Suppose that n(O) is an axis plane of the 2-regulus { ~(3, i)}. Then 7 
meets one of the axis planes of (~(3, i)} namely r(O), in the line w. Also, v 
must intersect the other two axis planes of (n(3, i)} in a point each. Let d be 
the line joining those two points. Then d meets w, so d contains q + 1= 3 
points of (n(3, i)}. Since d is in V, it follows that r contains a transversal line 
d of the 2-regulus {7r(3, i)}. This means that r is of type 1, which is 
impossible. Therefore ~(0) must be an element of the 2-regulus {n(2, j)}, say 
a(O) = 7r(2,2). Let u be a transversal plane of S(r) with u disjoint from 71. 
Then u must meet n(2,2) in a point not on w. Also, arguing in a manner 
similar to the above, it follows that (I must meet ~(2,3) in a line u. Let 
X = ana(2,3). Note that X is not on w, as n(2,3) is skew to 77(2,2). Since 
n(2,l) is skew to r, the transversal line of n(2, i) on X cannot lie in 7~: this line 
must therefore meet n(2,2) in a point Y, where Y is not on w. Since CJ is skew 
to V, o cannot contain X, so there are at most four possibilities for 0 in n(2,3). 
Put Z = af777(2,2). Now u is skew to 71, so Z is off w. Also, Z is not on o, since 
n(2,2) is skew to 71(2,3). Again, the transversal line b of (n(2, i)} on Z cannot 
lie in u, so that v cannot contain the point T = hnm(2,3). We consider now 
two cases: 
(1) Z=Y. 
(2) z # Y. 
Choose X and w. For case (1) there are at most four choices for v. This leaves 
at most 1 X 4 = 4 choices for u = (2, v}. We know that neither X nor T lies 
on v. In case (2) we have X # T. Thus, for case (2), there are at most two 
choices for v, and so at most 3X 2 = 6 choices for u = (Z, v). Therefore there 
are at most ten possibilities for u. By a hand calculation it can be shown that 
none of these ten possibilities yields a transversal plane u of S( 71) such that u 
is also skew to r. The proof of Theorem 3.3 is now complete. n 
COROLLARY 3.4. There is a maximal partial 2-spreud W of PG(5, 2) witlz 
/w/=5. 
Proof. The set of planes W, which is described in Theorem 2.2 for the 
case of q # 2, yields also a partial e-spread W of PG(5, 2) with 1 W 1 = 5. It 
follows from Theorem 3.3 that W is also a maximal partial spread. n 
COROLLARY 3.5. There is a unique 2-spread of PG(5, 2) containing a set 
of four pairwise disjoint planes. 
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Proof. Denote the four planes by oi, us, us, ad. By Lemma 3.2 there is a 
regular 2-spread S containing them. Let W # S be another 2-spread con- 
taining them. Let TE W, 7~ @ S. Now VT is skew to {a,}, 1 G i G 4. Since S is a 
spread, each point of r is covered by an element of S. Thus 77 meets one of 
the remaining five planes of S, say r(O), in a line, and the four remaining 
planes of S, say us, u,, us, us in a point each. In the notation of Theorem 3.3 
we have S(m) = {r(O), us, u7, us, us}. Now any plane u of W different from 7r 
and the {a,}, 1 GiG4, must be skew to 71 and the {u,}, 1 ~i~4. Thus u 
must be a transversal plane to S(r) and must also be skew to 7~. But this 
contradicts Theorem 3.3 n 
Maximal partial t-spreads of PG(2t + 1,9) are studied in [7]. Bounds on 
the size of such partial spreads are obtained under the restriction that 9 > 4. 
The following complements this work in [7]. 
THEOREM 3.6. Let W be a maximal partial 2-spread of PG(5, 2). Then 
1 W ( = 5. Moreover, this case occurs by Corollary 3.1. 
Proof. From Corollary 3.5, we have 1 W ] 2 5. Choose any four planes in 
W and denote them by ui, us, us, a,. As in Lemma 3.2 there is a regular 
2-spread S containing them. Now since W is not a spread we have W e S. 
Then W must contain some plane r which is not in S. Then, as in the proof of 
Corollary 3.5, r meets some plane ~(0) of S in a line. As in the proof of 
Corollary 3.5, and using the notation there, it follows that any other plane u of 
W with u @ { ur, us, ua, a,, r} must be skew to r and must be a transversal 
plane to S( r ). An appeal to Theorem 3.3 completes the proof. H 
In [8, p. 1471 Drake asks if there is a set M of four mutually orthogonal 
latin squares of order 8 having the property that M is not properly contained 
in a larger set of m.o.1.s. of order 8. Such a set would define a net of order 8 
and degree 6 that would be maximal. Theorem 3.3 may be restated to give a 
partial answer to Drake’s question. We refer to [6] and [15] for a description 
of certain kinds of nets called translation nets. The maximal partial spreads of 
Theorem 2.2 and Corollary 3.4 immediately yield certain translation nets of 
order 93. It would be of interest to determine whether or not such translation 
nets are also maximal nets. In [5] and [6, p. 2481 it is shown that certain kinds 
of maximal partial spreads in PG(3,9) yield maximal nets. 
In what follows, V(6,9) means a vector space of dimension 6 over GF( 9). 
COROLLARY 3.7. Suppose there exists a maximal set of four mutually 
orthogonal latin squares of order 8. Let N be the associated net of order 8 and 
degree 6. Then N is not isomorphic to any maximal translation net M defined 
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by Sdimensionul subspaces in V(6, 2) (and having degree 6 and order 
23 = 8). 
Proof. Suppose that N is isomorphic to M. Now M yields a partial 
2-spread W of PG(5, 2) with 1 W ( = 6. By Theorem 3.6, W is contained in a 
larger partial spread W’ of PG(5,2) with 1 W’I = 7. W’ then yields a net M’ of 
degree 7 and order 8 that properly extends M. M’ then gives a set of five 
m.o.1.s. that properly extends the original maximal set of four m.o.1.s. This is a 
contradiction, Thus N is not isomorphic to M. n 
Comment on Theorem 1.2. The number of points in the set C = {P(X), 
P(co)} is 4 + 1. Assume that C is not a line in U. Then an easy counting 
argument shows that there exists a hyperplane A, of dimension t in U such 
that no point of C lies on A,. Now take any hyperplane B = Bzt of dimension 
2t in PG(2t + 1, q) containing A, such that B does not contain U. By 
adjusting coordinates we may assume that the equation of B is 
X1 + x2 + . . . + Xt+r + yr + yz + . . . + yt+r = 0. 
As stated in the proof of Theorem 1.2, we may now demand that 
x1+x2 + . . . + X,+r + yr + yz + . . . + yttl = 1. 
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